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Abstract
We discuss and present design probes investigating how pervasive displays could offer unique opportunities for enhancing
discovery and learning with “big data.” Our collaboration across three universities undertook a series of design exercises
investigating approaches for collaborative, interactive, tangibles, and multitouch-engaged visualizations of genomic and related
scientific datasets. These exercises led to several envisionments of tangible interfaces that employ active tokens and interactive
surfaces to facilitate co-located and distributed engagement with large datasets. We describe some of the motivation and
background for these envisioned interfaces; consider key aspects linking and distinguishing the designs; and relate these to the
present and near-future state of the art for tangible and multitouch engagement with pervasive displays toward collaborative
science.

Keywords Tangiblegenomics .Collaborativegenomic interfaces .Tangible interfaces .Pervasivecollaborative scientific displays

1 Introduction

Both the first (2012) and latest (2019) “Pervasive Displays”
conference venues framed pervasive displays in terms of a
“new communication medium for public and semi-public

spaces.”While altogether a less common thread in this forum,
the pursuit of science also is deeply concerned with commu-
nication in public and semi-public [1] spaces. For example,
Francis Crick (co-receiving a Nobel Prize for his contributions
to the first characterization of DNA) asserted “communica-
tions is the essence of science” [2]. The context of this state-
ment and of DNA’s attributed early characterization was prob-
lematic. Both were partly made regarding Maurice Wilkins’
sharing of the transformative “Photo 51”—an X-ray diffrac-
tion image of crystallized DNA by Rosalind Franklin and her
doctoral student—without Franklin’s approval or knowledge
[3]. But Crick’s statement does speak to the frequently collab-
orative nature of modern science. Illustrative examples in-
clude the 5154 authors on a Higgs Boson paper [4]; more than
1000 authors on the paper reporting the LIGO consortium’s
Nobel-winning observations of gravitational waves [5]; and
(for one author of this paper) participation among more than
700 co-authors on two high-impact human genomics papers
[6, 7] (with more than 5000 citations each).1

In our experience, these large collaborative projects incor-
porate several facets and phases of “communication… in pub-
lic and semi-public spaces.” Loosely framed in terms of
“when what is communicated with whom,” early stages of

1 This manuscript draws in significant part from a same-authored ACM
Pervasive Displays 2019 conference proceedings
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scientific research can be seen as spanning a spectrum be-
tween private and semi-public. Even in the context of large
consortium projects, students generally would share results
with advisors and within their research group prior to sharing
with wider audiences. An academic research lab could well be
considered a semi-public space. Similarly, a broader research
consortium (common for large science projects) that collabo-
rates toward shared scientific ends also can be regarded as
semi-public space.

Such work often is constrained by at least two forms of
“embargoes,” as one “red line” distinguishing “public” from
“semi-public.” In genomics contexts, the Bermuda [8], Ft.
Lauderdale [9], and Toronto [10] agreements all govern con-
ventions by which data, which is commonly made publicly
available as it is generated, can be commonly engaged but not
published in the interim (sometimes many years) without con-
sent by the consortium before the first major “marker” publi-
cation is realized [11, 12]. Press embargoes are also factors,
but typically for much shorter periods [13].

Especially prior to pre-publication data embargoes, it is
common for hundreds of researchers spanning dozens of in-
stitutions to vigorously collaborate for years. Tools to facilitate
scientific dialog, going beyond emailed slides before voice
conference calls, hold potential for high scientific impact.
Collaborating institutions commonly bring different disciplin-
ary expertise, sometimes from different disciplines, increasing
communication obstacles already posed by distance. This het-
erogeneity is often replicated in smaller formwithin individual
research groups, both across seniority and disciplinary focus
(e.g., computational methods vs. basic natural science).

Once work is published, a new ecosystem of “semi-public
and public spaces” can be seen to exist. Some of these are in
the context of formal education, be it postgraduate, undergrad-
uate, or K-12. Others engage “broader impacts” outreach ef-
forts, be they through museums, non-classroom K-12 activi-
ties, or others. Both for larger and more moderate
government-funded scientific efforts (e.g., as with LIGO),
these are often either encouraged or mandated as a condition
of funding, toward eliciting greater engagement with students
and the general public. Our genomics interests in particular
hold criticality beyond basic “scientific literacy,” to a more
fundamental literacy that will reshape our medical care, and
may even impact people’s ability to hold employment or make
prenatal or even preconception decisions [14, 15]. Thus, this is
of profound relevance to all humans. Here, too, “new commu-
nication medium[s] for public and semi-public spaces” hold
special potential for impact.

Crick’s statement about communications and science can
also be partially viewed as a comment on the collaborative,
facilitative role of physical manipulatives and (indirectly) tan-
gibles [16–21]. Writing in the “Double Helix,” Watson
discussed the crucial role of physical fabrication to the discov-
ery of DNA. Watson described bringing sketches of amino

acids to his machine shop collaborators, and (ca. 1953)
waiting for days in anticipation of the machined metal pieces
so that these could be used toward solving the three dimen-
sional puzzle that grew into their double helix proposal [21,
22]. When their seminal article was published in Nature,
Watson wrote of finally receiving “appreciation that our past
hooting about model building represented a serious approach
to science” [22].

(Physical molecular models are recognized as dating to ca.
1860 with the work of August Wilhelm von Hofmann [23],
which have also been characterized as in the service of edu-
cation and communication. The work of Watson and Crick,
along with that of John Kendrew [24] (in the late 1950s), is
sometimes credited as being among the first skeletal molecu-
lar models. These model-building efforts helped usher in de-
cades of (e.g.) ball-and-stick physical molecular models,
which have been successively complemented, but not re-
placed, by 2D and 3D graphical molecular models [25, 26].
We return to consider the intersection of interactive physical
and virtual molecular building in Section 2)

To connect these discussions to the pervasive display
domain, one of our envisioned, partially prototyped inter-
faces, is illustrated in Fig. 1. From the pervasive display
vantage, we note the relative density and (in some respects)
heterogeneity of interactive displays depicted within.
Figure 1 represents (at least) one large, three medium,
and eight small interactive displays manipulated by several
individuals within a relatively small (several square meter)
area. Similar technological resources might potentially
span a much larger extent both in one physical site; and
potentially bridge synchronous or asynchronous interactiv-
ity with interfaces at other physical sites (whether pairwise,
tens, or even many thousands).

From 2012 to 2014, our collaboration across three univer-
sities undertook a series of design exercises investigating how
we might realize interactive systems at the intersection of per-
vasive displays, tangible interaction, computational genomics,
and collocated + distributed [1] collaboration. These efforts
included development of two partially prototyped
envisionments (overview images in Figs. 1 and 2) that began
to flesh out specifics of how such interfaces might be born into
practice. In this manuscript, we consider some of the back-
ground and related work—both from technology, scientific,
and genomic vantages—which shaped these efforts. We then
introduce the two envisionments, engaging their content, ra-
tionale, tradeoffs, and use cases. We conclude with a discus-
sion and consideration of future work.

2 Background and related work

One major challenge in computational genomics relates to the
scale of datasets. Many genomic research efforts involve the
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study of multiple genomes. Today this may involve a thou-
sand or more genomes in parallel, each containing billions of
DNA base pairs. Soon, such scenarios may involve millions of
genomes. There is a need for new computational tools for
analysis and that facilitate meaningful interactive engagement
with these vast datasets. Present interaction tools for compu-
tational genomics rarely venture beyond traditional graphical
interaction techniques, thus missing the latent potential of al-
ternate interaction paradigms.

Tangible and embodied interfaces (TEI) offer unique op-
portunities for enhancing the practice of computational geno-
mics [14]. However, TEI research has not yet addressed scale
and complexity of this magnitude. Understanding how to sup-
port more complex computations and flexible/scalable

mappings between input and output has been recognized as
an important challenge area to move the field forward [31].

Many arguments supporting tangible interfaces have been
made, including cognitive, pedagogic, esthetic, kinesthetic,
and cultural [19, 32–34]. In parallel, important limitations
for tangible interfaces remain. Challenges include the devel-
opment of interfaces that go beyond one-to-one mapping and
provide means for searching, comparing, and sharing big data.
Which representations are appropriate for large volumes of
abstract data? What interaction techniques could facilitate
fruitful exploration of big data? How can we effectively com-
bine representations and manipulations to potentially reduce
the mental workload associated with handling big data?
Furthermore, as communication is frequently key to the suc-

Fig. 1 Envisionment of “Tabula” tangible genomics workbench (2014),
tablet-based edition. Extracts from our existing genomics code and
animated visual log prototypes integrated within a vertical screen, three
tablets, six Sifteo-based tokens, and a smartphone (Sifteo cubes
introduced in §4.) These physical tokens and constraints leverage
tangibility by supporting collaborative parameter token manipulation
while eyes are oriented toward the shared screen or collaborators.

Stacks of tokens were anticipated, per [27–30]. Bottom left: the Alu
element is logged as impacted in an interaction event upon removal of
the token. From a pervasive display perspective, one large vertical
display; three medium horizontal displays (tablets); and 8 small
displays (tangibles-framed Sifteo Cubes and recontextualized
smartphones) are depicted

Fig. 2 “Tabula” tangible genomics workbench (2012). a Envisionment. b
Labeling of pervasive display and passive tangibles components. One
large vertical display; one large horizontal display; two medium

displays (tablets); 7 small displays (Sifteo Cubes); and 9 passive tangibles
(most of these contextually rear-illuminated by underlying displays) are
illustrated
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cess of genomic investigations, how can we best manage work
across multiple co-located users, given the complex workflow
and broad temporal range of interactions (from seconds to
years)?

Direct touch has become a standard input method for tan-
gible and multitouch interfaces. Yet, in data-intensive applica-
tions, representations are typically small [35]; here, finger size
and occlusion make direct interaction difficult [35–37]. Also,
in data-intensive applications, WIMP-style control elements
provided by various multitouch toolkits, such as scrollbars,
sliders, checkboxes, and text fields, may often be either too
small for effective and accurate touch interaction, or consume
relatively limited screen real estate [35, 38].

Several studies have considered novel multitouch interaction
techniques for data-driven applications [35, 37–39]. While pro-
viding advantage over touch interaction with WIMP-style con-
trols, multitouch gestures often suffer from low discoverability
and lack of persistence [35]. We considered an alternative ap-
proach: exploring large data sets on multitouch and tangible
surfaces using tangible interaction with active tokens,
complemented by multitouch and gestural interaction.

Active tokens are programmable physical objects with inte-
grated display, sensing, or actuation technologies [27, 40, 41].
Thus, they can be reconfigured over time, allowing users to
dynamically modify their associations with datasets or controls.
Users can thereby choose and evolve appropriate tools over
successive stages of (e.g.) scientific workflows. Active tokens
can also be arranged in various spatial configurations, utilizing
physical syntax to represent complex information workflows.
The majority of tangible interfaces to date have, from a human
sensory perspective, employed passive physical tokens.

While these artifacts have often been embeddedwith various
forms of tags and sensors, mediation has typically been via
active surfaces illuminated internally, from beneath, or above.
While they can support perceptual coupling of bits and atoms
[42] or “coincidence of input and output space” [43] while on
such surfaces, passive tokens are often perceptually divorced
from their digital associations when in hand (above a surface)
and in reserve (on or outside of surface bezels). Especially in
big data domains, the number of available tangibles is likely to
be dwarfed by their potential range of digital bindings (or
“cyberphysical associations”). Active tokens hold the potential
to address these and other important limitations.

Here, we focus on a subclass of active tokens that can be
manipulated both within mechanical constraints, and using
gestures independently from such constraints. These kinds of
active tokens enable the expansion of tangible interaction with
multitouch and tangible surfaces beyond interaction on the
surface into less explored areas such as tangible interaction
on bezel, in air, hovering above, or in front the surface.
Expanding interaction with active tokens beyond the surface
could free much needed real estate for visual data representa-
tions, among other potential benefits.

Ubiquitous computing has long highlighted interaction be-
tween multiple interactive devices of different form factors.
Weiser et al.’s seminal work integrated vertical and horizontal
“boards,” “pads,” and “tabs” of large, medium, and small form
factor [44]. Rekimoto et al.’s multiple-device interactive sur-
face research further illustrated how such ensembles and ecol-
ogies of interactive devices could interoperate [45]. We will
also discuss a number of such collaboration support systems
specifically developed within collaboration contexts below.

2.1 Computational genomics and big data

While TEIs designed for large data sets can apply to many
different areas, we have chosen computational genomics as a
target domain for our research for several reasons. Advances
in genomic technologies have transformed biological inquiry
and have begun to revolutionize medical practice to offer
much-improved healthcare [46, 47]. For example, cancer
treatment is now often individually tailored toward the genet-
ics of the cancer, highlighting the potential of precision med-
icine and providing a glimpse into the future of medical treat-
ment. Also, genomic and biological technologies are posi-
tioned to address some of the most pressing problems of our
times, including food and clean water shortages, as well as
increased demand for alternative energy sources [39].
Further, the field of genomic technologies has opened new
interfaces between biology and computer science, fueling
fields such as bioinformatics that enable biological questions
to be tackled computationally [46], and creating a new frontier
for human-computer interaction [48].

Resonant with broader evolutions in science [49, 50], the
study of genomes now engages theory, experimentation, and
computation on equal footing. The combination of advanced
genomic technologies (e.g., high-throughput DNA sequenc-
ing) and powerful computational tools has facilitated biolog-
ical investigations in previously impossible manners and
scales [51]. No longer limited to small-scale analyses (e.g.,
of a few genes or specific genomic regions), researchers
now often conduct large-scale experiments where information
from multiple genomes is measured, recorded, analyzed, and
stored. The bottlenecks and challenges along the path to
transforming the “big data” generated by these experiments
into biological insights have shifted from data generation to
data analysis [14, 46]. These have highlighted the need for
new computational tools that facilitate effective, meaningful,
collaborative analyses.

2.2 TEI systems for scientific understanding

A number of systems illustrate possibilities for supporting
scientific discovery and higher education with TEI. Brooks
et al. [52] developed the first haptic display for scientific vi-
sualization. Gillet et al. [53] presented a tangible user interface
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for molecular biology that used augmented reality technology
to view 3D molecular models. Schkolne et al. [54] developed
an immersive tangible interface for the design of DNA mole-
cules. Grote et al. developed a tangible user interface for
biodesign that supports a scientific workflow that requires
the exploration of large datasets through the construction of
complex queries [28]. While these systems highlight potential
benefits of TEI for scientists, they mostly focus on the repre-
sentation of objects with inherent physical structure. We are
interested in a broader use case, where abstract information
(for which no intrinsic spatial representation typically exists)
is represented and manipulated.

Several projects investigate augmented capture and situat-
ed access to biological data. Labscape [55] is a smart environ-
ment for cell biology labs. ButterflyNet [56] is a mobile cap-
ture and access system for field biologists. Mackay et al. and
Tabard et al. [57, 58] explore the integration of biologists’
notebooks with physical + digital information sources.
While these systems demonstrate the feasibility of augment-
ing experimental workflows, our focus in these efforts has
been upon transforming data into insights.

Other systems have been developed to facilitate collabora-
tion among co-located teams of scientists across large displays
andmultitouch tables.WeSpace [59] integrates a large data wall
with a multitouch table and personal laptops. TeamTag [60]
allows biodiversity researchers to collaboratively search, label,
and browse digital photos. Isenberg et al. studied collaborative
visual analytics [61]. eLabBench [58] investigated tabletop in-
terfaces as interactive wet lab benches. Kuznetsov et al. ex-
plored the development of artifacts for supporting DIYbio [62].

Other related resources include coordination policies and
guidelines for co-located groupware [63, 64] and evaluation
methodologies for collaborative environments (sometimes ex-
plicitly within CSCW contexts) [65–67]. Westendorf et al.
introduced a methodology for studying how groups of eight
users collaborate around a large-scale interactive tabletop dur-
ing a data exploration task, which combines traditional video-
coding methods with novel computational methods that lever-
age image processing to analyze collaboration around large-
scale tabletops [68]. Van der Meulen et al. [69] presented a
method for exploring the visual behavior of multiple users
engaged in a collaborative task around a large interactive sur-
face by synchronizing input from multiple eye trackers to
identify joint attention across multiple users.

TEI systems have also demonstrated potential to support
science education. Those most relevant to genomics include
Augmented Chemistry [70], a tangible user interface for
chemistry education; Involv [71], a tabletop interface for ex-
ploring the Encyclopedia of Life that shares our challenge of
creating effective interaction techniques for large data spaces;
PhyloGenie [72], a tabletop interface for collaborative learn-
ing of phylogeny through guided activity. In contrast to these
works, we are interested in the development of interfaces that

empower both expert and novice researchers to conduct open-
ended hands-on inquiry; and BacPack, a tangible museum
exhibit that engages visitors in a playful bio-design
activity—engineering bacteria for sustaining life on Mars
[73]. In contrast to these works, we are interested in the de-
velopment of interfaces that empower both expert and novice
researchers to conduct open-ended hands-on inquiry.

The end-user development literature also holds broad rele-
vance to our envisionments [74–76]. Whether the end-users
are scientists, students, librarians, or bearing countless alter-
nate perspectives, interaction with both of our envisionments
might frequently evolve between (e.g.) parametric engage-
ment with a pre-described set of genomic content, and more
fundamental user-driven reconfiguration of the cyberphysical
system’s constitution and function. Similarly, end-user devel-
opment would potentially impact both the physical manifes-
ta t ions of such systems (as with the physical ly
representational tokens of Figs. 2 and 3), or (whether implic-
itly or explicitly) in the digital rebinding and associated
screen, illumination, and/or digital shadow updates of the
more generic tokens within both envisionments.

2.3 Tangible genomics envisionments

With this background, we turn to several envisionments of
prospective tangible genomics interaction environments.

2.4 Elaboration on 2012 and 2014 envisionments

2.4.1 2012 envisionment

Our first scenario and envisionment engaged a comparative
genomics analysis of different primate genomes (Figs. 2 and
3). Repetitive sequences are abundant in primate genomes;
many are nearly identical to each other.

In Figs. 2 and 3a, 3D models of primates represented the
associated primate genomes. Rectangular blocks surfaced with
University logos represented collaborating partners and were
used both to invoke and manipulate video links to the partners
on the vertical displays, as well as control horizontal display
overlays associated with remote partners. Extruded, skewed
cubical tokens represented datasets. Truncated cylindrical to-
kens (highlighted in Fig. 3b) represented specific dataset pa-
rameters. Rectangular, detented-tab tangibles represented anal-
ysis workflows (Fig. 3c). Rectangular, physically slotted tangi-
bles allowed passively constrained, back-illuminated manipu-
lation of parameters. University ID cards were used as
authentification credentials. Smartphones, Sifteos, and tablets
were envisioned as providing more open-ended, dynamically
evolving representations of system state—sometimes tangibly
constrained and manipulated (esp. with Sifteos), and other
times using more traditional and legacy multitouch interaction
approaches. Interaction was envisioned as taking place on a
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multitouch visualization spreadsheet [77], itself containing a
mixture of graphical and tangible elements (often highlighted
and interpreted with varying digital shadows [78]), flanked by
parameter manipulation workspaces on the left and right edges
of the interaction table.

In Figs. 2 and 3, a type of repeat is selected with the
truncated-cylinder parameter tokens. All sequences satisfying
a certain threshold of similarity are selected from the UCSC
genome browser, a common resource used in genomics. The
sequences are bound to the parameter tokens and visually
compared for presence or absence in a different primate ge-
nome (e.g., chimpanzee), where the primate tokens represent
the other genome. The intersection of the datasets is visual-
ized, allowing results and next steps to be discussed with
collocated and distributed collaborators.

2.4.2 2014 envisionment

A large fraction (e.g., > 50%) of most eukaryotic genomes
(including those of humans and other primates) is occupied

by “jumping genes” (transposable elements). These elements
move and often multiple with every transposition event. Once
these elements are inserted in the genome, there is no active
mechanism to remove them from the genome. Over time ele-
ments accumulate mutations. The number of mutations per
element can be used to establish the age of the elements as
shown in the envisionment.

Figures 1, 4, and 5 illustrate a prospective interaction com-
paring Platy-1 mobile elements (a recently discovered mobile
element specific to New World monkeys [79, 80]) within the
marmoset genome. Rotating physical tokens, or engaging
finger-constraining interactions in the empty token wells, were
envisioned as allowing the addition or changing of genomes,
targeting of mobile elements, and assignment of full-length
thresholds. For example, interaction with the knobs can be
used to select and intersect datasets for downstream analyses.
Additional visualizations, primer design, computational anal-
yses, and other actions would be physically or graphically
invoked and parametrically controlled through similar interac-
tions. Active tokens could be lifted from the workspace and
held, placed, or exchanged with other users to support varying

Fig. 4 2014 envisionment inset: Envisionment of Tabula prototype (one
edition; inset of Fig. 1). Several active tokens are present within
mechanically constraining wells within physical cartouche constraints
fixtured upon tablets. Two wells are physically empty, but graphically
auto-filled with predictive data and tool suggestions, including a default

selection. Two of the tablets (relabeled versions of working prototypes)
incorporate relatively generic token constraints. A third (envisioned on
right) explores more representational finger constraints for relatively
persistent data, function bindings

Fig. 3 a 2012 envisionment inset
1: genome, genome panel, place/
team tangibles; b inset 2: active
and passive parameter tokens: ID
as container; parameter pie
menus; c inset 3: workflow
tangibles; tablet with linked
Galaxy workflow; visualizations
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styles of epistemic cognition [81]. Tokens might be virtually
or physically brought to (e.g.) a laptop for manipulation in a
conventional spreadsheet, or to a wall-scale display for pre-
sentation use.

2.4.3 Physical and virtual elements of envisioned interaction
workspaces

Both of our envisionments have been framed in the context of
a several square meter workspace. Each could easily (and
perhaps preferably) be room-spanning. As each was anticipat-
ed to be installed within at least three different university
contexts, we tended toward self-contained prototypes. Both
systems reflect our interests in integrating mass-market com-
modity devices, including several technologies specific to the
period. For example, our research programs had each engaged
Sifteo Cubes [82–86]. These “cubes” (in actuality, 1.5″ ×
1.5″ ×¾″) contain touch screens and are motion- and proxim-
ity-aware. While designed as gaming devices, Sifteo went
open source and allows the development of non-game content.
Sifteo Cubes use gestures—including tilt, shake, neighbor,
press, wiggle, slide, flip, and stack—as modes of interactions.

While a compelling platform for continuing work—in our
case, also incorporating special capabilities coordinated with
the manufacturer—the Sifteo technology was acquired and
discontinued. By the time of Fig. 1’s creation, we expressed
our intent to consider (e.g.) smart watches and small form
factor smartphones as alternatives. Similarly, Fig. 2 centers
around the form factor and functional properties of the
Microsoft PixelSense/Samsung SUR40 device. SUR40, too,
was short-lived; Fig. 1 excised its inclusion.

The name of our envisioned system, Tabula, was used for
roughly 1000 years as a term for medieval European
“counting tables”—a calculating approach somewhat reminis-
cent of the abacus and a predecessor to computational spread-
sheets. The information visualization spreadsheet concept

[77] also seemed congruent to both multitouch and tangibles
use.

We sought to provide paths for employing tangibles to
represent the “key objects of interest” [19, 21]. Several spe-
cific planned variations included the following:

& Some tangibles are used to represent data; others, tools;
& Some proposed tangibles are passive; others, active (e.g.,

incorporating sensing and displays);
& Some tangibles are physically representational (e.g., Fig.

3a; representing different kinds of primates); others, visu-
ally representational (Fig. 3b, representing different
campuses); others, physically and visually abstract.

& Some interactive elements are physical, others virtual. For
example, Fig. 3 b illustrates both “hard” (physical) and
“soft” (virtual) tokens representing different campuses.

Rather than expecting all aspects of the interface to be
physically embodied, we instead envisioned many system
facets at different stages flowing between representation in
physical and virtual forms. Thus, we sought to take advantage
of digital malleability and proactivity evident in (e.g.) predic-
tive web search, while also engaging the benefits of tangible
interaction.

2.4.4 Prospective elements

Both in research and teaching labs and in the classroom, we
envisioned Tabula engaging ~ 6–12 active tokens, and one or
several interactive surfaces. Each active token could take on
various functional bindings. Several prospects are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Active tokens were envisioned to combine with constraint
cartouches [87] in several ways. First, they could be bound to
different associations manually. For example, using a two-
handed interaction, a user might touch a binding on a tablet
or tabletop with one hand, and depress a target token with the

Fig. 5 Mapping of Table 1
(classes of digital bindings) to
Fig. 4 (inset of 2014
envisionment). Data mappings
are illustrated in blue; tools/
operations, in red. Some
representations of data and tools/
operations are expressed
physically; some virtually (via
screens); and many, both
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other hand. Second, active tokens could be manipulated with-
in constraints to operate upon token bindings. In Table 1’s
examples, rotating token no. 1 could select between several
available primate genomes (marmoset, gibbon, etc.); rotating
no. 6, expressing a mobile element’s full-length threshold (a
process which typically requires iterative manipulation to
parametrically select anywhere from a handful to hundreds
of thousands of target elements). In addition to passive haptic
feedback from turning the token, we envision providing active
visual feedback on the token itself, on the backing interactive
surface, and on a proximal vertical display. These are intended
to support evolving views by multiple collaborating users.

3 Discussion and future work

In this manuscript, we have introduced two phases of a case
study regarding envisionments of computational technologies
toward investigating the potentials for complex pervasive dis-
play systems. These have included ecologies of large and
small displays; horizontal and vertical displays; and mass-
market, niche-market (e.g., gaming), and custom devices.
We have also investigated and developed early proposals re-
lating to prospective mappings for ensembles of active and
passive tangibles toward diverse computational bindings in
complex scientific (and specifically genomic) contexts.

In some respects, the 2014 variation of Fig. 1 expresses a
subset of the representational forms and proposed functions of
Fig. 2’s 2012 version. Where the 2012 version was targeted
toward distributed collaboration, the 2014 version was fo-
cused on co-located interaction. Where the 2012 version in-
corporated both physically representational and abstracted
tangibles, the 2014 version was populated primarily with ab-
stracted tangibles. And where the 2012 version anticipated
ambitious use of the tabletop display, this was removed from
the 2014 version.

That said, to our knowledge, both the 2012 and 2014 inter-
face envisionments illustrated and aspired to a more ambitious

set of digital functionality (at minimum, within the context of
computational science) and diversity of integrated displays
than any to-date tangibles interface of which we are aware.
One interpretation is a platform/content tension alluded by
Ansoff [88], articulated by Merrill, and elaborated within
[34]. Implementing the hardware alone of Fig. 1 or 2 is an
ambitious proposition, as would be the software alone.
Especially with the resources of academic contexts, a direct
ad hoc de novo creation of the full hardware and software
ecosystem is likely to be challenging and fraught. Our team
realized this and sought to position existing software environ-
ments like Galaxy [89–91]—an open source environments for
genomic analyses targeted toward non-programmers—and
platforms like Sifteo and PixelSense [85, 92]. But we also
noted a relatively wide functional and API gap between
Galaxy and our needs. Also, the Sifteo and PixelSense plat-
forms were already in rapid decline, and the Sifteo remains
currently without a commercially available successor.

In our 2014 envisionment, our team identified tangible rein-
terpretations of smart watches as active tokens (including stack-
able semantics and modified, custom-fabricated active bezels)
to be one promising vector. To our knowledge, this was without
precedent prior to our 2014 proposal. Some of us have pursued
this further [93–97], resulting in deployment of numerous sys-
tems. Some of us have also partially developed active tokens
utilizing ePaper and NeoPixel rings, which could also offer a
complementary platform. In all cases, the rapid turnover of
hardware platforms (as with smart watches) and the resource
demands of platform development remain significant obstacles.
The creation of interoperable virtual editions—both on 2D
screens and also in VR environments—remains one attractive
path, if partly as a bootstrapping vector. At the same time, we
anticipate a careful balancing act must be made. If, as in our
passage from the 2012 to 2014 prototypes (or in another exam-
ple, the evolution of the Urp tangible interface from initial to
classroom-deployed form [98, 99]), there is too much function-
al and representational dilution, the result may be insufficiently
compelling to attract and sustain use and development.

Table 1 Examples bindings for Tabula active tokens. Background colors indicate two classes—data and tools; shading indicates subclasses. Some
tokens might be bound to a single association; others, to small or large aggregates

tok # class binding examp. contents
1 data genome n primates
2 data mobile element (ME) type nME classes
3 data mobile element type n kothi variants
4 data candidate element instance 47 elements
5 tools analytics tools RepeatMasker, etc.
6 tools param length threshold
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Also, our proposed composition of large horizontal and
vertical displays, tablets, smartphones, and smartwatch-
based tangibles remains a fertile one. One of our recent sys-
tems shares these elements, including some of our originally
envisioned abstract and genomics-specific semantics and vi-
sualizations [94]. Recently, Brudy et al. presented an analysis
and taxonomy of a corpus of 510 papers on cross-device com-
puting domain [100]. We suspect other such systems, both in
and outside of the genomics domain, will continue to bear fruit
in time as well.

3.1 Tangible interaction prototyping
with many-device high-fidelity simulations

The prototyping efforts we described took several forms. Our
2012 iteration involved still renders within a 3D modeler
(Sketchup), including simulated screen states (as textures pro-
duced with CorelDRAW). Our 2014 iteration involved
compositing photographs of physical prototypes with simulat-
ed screen states.

While facilitating much more concrete discussion and re-
flection than (e.g.) hand-sketched storyboards, neither of these
approaches supports interactivity. Since these efforts, several
technology industry developments have enabled compelling
new alternatives. Consumer VR devices have become widely
available, at low cost and relatively high (visual) fidelity.
Device simulators and emulators are progressively more
widespread, including for Sifteo Cubes and iOS + Android
watches [1, 2, 3]. Some of these work via web browsers,
allowing them to be more readily integrated into interactive
3D simulations (e.g., via Web browser assets in 3D Unity
simulations). Also, realtime lighting simulation within
complex 3D models, including within free modeling
programs with AR+VR support (e.g., Eevee rendering in
Blender XR) now exist. (Realtime lighting has implications
for engaging with, e.g., LEDs with complex illuminations.)

Taken together, these allow both passive and partially ac-
tive tangibles to be used as proxies for several or dozens of
active tokens—including for devices like Sifteo Cubes that are
not presently commercially available. With the full software
stack publicly hosted on github for Sifteo [], were a compel-
ling use to be fleshed out, the product would hold prospects
for reincarnation—whether in original or more compact form,
likely in both cases with greater performance and lesser cost.

Simulated or emulated active tokens have strong potential
not only for prototyping but also as a primary interaction
genre. Interaction support has been regarded by many as a
weakness for VR systems in particular. VR-mediated active
tokens hold potential for substantially reduced cost, easier
replication, and substantially heightened interaction support
within VR environments.

In the present and near-future, we see several promising
prospects toward catalyzing the creation of such

functionalities. New mediation technologies such as
LightCrafter (used for positional sensing by Zooids [101]),
in combination with active tokens, could provide paths for
tabletop mediation and sensing with newly compelling capa-
bilities and economics. The combination of small, inexpensive
ePaper modules and embedded computers (e.g., Wi-Fi inte-
grated Arduinos), combined with 3D printing, could change
some of the platform dynamics underlying active tokens. The
rapid growth and investments of VR, combined with compel-
ling complementarities between VR and tangible interfaces
[102], could drive the creation of software platforms that
could accelerate creating such environments.

Continuing evolutions in the smartwatch space—e.g., de-
crease in the cost of high-function legacy devices, perhaps as
inbuilt batteries of Apple watches fail, or as Android variants
gain functionality and traction—could reshape the active to-
ken landscape. Decreasing costs and new technologies in the
sensate large-screen landscape is another driver. The acceler-
ating trajectories of both personal genomics and genomics
within academic research—and corresponding demands for
and software platforms enabling new interactive modes for
engaging genomics—would also be a powerful complemen-
tary driver. In a final variation, where low-level protocols like
TUIO [103–105] achieved substantial impact and uptake,
higher-level sister APIs—perhaps initially in the context of
games, music, and other mass drivers—could substantially
ease system development for ambitious tangible pervasive
displays.

3.1.1 A broader view

In 1984 [106] and 1979 [107], tangibles pioneers Robert Aish
and Peter Noakes presciently wrote:

1984: It is not suggested that a layman using this system
will create a ‘better’ building than an inventive architect
or engineer working with a pencil, paper and a pocket
calculator. Yet buildings, are not, and do not have to be,
totally rational objects. Architecture is a mixture of sub-
jective and objective decision and the designer, know-
ingly or unknowingly, makes ‘tradeoffs’ between aes-
thetic and engineering attributes. Architecture without
numbers is just a more effective way of making these
decisions and observing these tradeoffs. ….

This can be expected to develop into a greater
understanding by both professional and laypeople of the com-
plex underlying relationships which exist between design, per-
formance, and perceptual variables that characterize architec-
tural design.

1979: … as the two applications illustrated, rather than
replacing conventional computer graphics, [the tangible
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interface] will complement the graphical channel of
man-machine communication…. It is suggested that
the most important potential contribution of the building
block system will be to enhance the relationship be-
tween the client and the design team. Using [the tangible
interface]… it will be possible for the architect to direct-
ly demonstrate to clients the advantages of alternative
schemes….

Alongside with excerpts from Jonathan Swift’s 1726
“Gulliver’s Travels” regarding the Sages of Lagado, we find
these sentences among the most insightful excerpts written
regarding tangible interfaces in general, and their aspirational
prospects relating to tangible genomics in particular. At the
risk of verbosity, we consider a recasting of the above text into
aspirations for the tangible genomics envisionments we have
developed and discussed:

It is not suggested that a member of the general public
using such a systemwill make ‘better’ genomic inferences
or decisions than a skilled physician or bioinformatician
working with laptop, tablet, and PC graphical interfaces.
Yet genomes and humans, are not, and do not have to be,
totally rational objects. Human genomics and genetics is a
mixture of subjective and objective decision and even the
genomics professional, knowingly or unknowingly,
makes ‘tradeoffs’ between profoundly varying genomic
expressions ranging from somewhat “known” and often
fundamentally unknown nature. Tangible genomics is just
a more effective way of making these decisions and ob-
serving these tradeoffs.….

This can be expected to develop into a greater
understanding by both professional and laypeople of the com-
plex underlying relationships which exist between genomic
sequence, biological and health expression, and epigenetic
and environmental factors that characterizes human genomics.

… as the two envisionments illustrated, rather than re-
placing conventional computer graphics, [the tangible
interface] will complement the graphical channel of
man-machine communication…. It is suggested that
the most important potential contribution of tangible
genomics will be to enhance the relationship between
patients and the general public with health professionals,
scientists, and policy makers. Using [the tangible inter-
face]… it will be possible for the each of these parties to
directly demonstrate to each other different anticipated,
and known unknown, implications of alternative
schemes….

In the four decades since Aish built his first tangible archi-
tectural interfaces and expressed these aspirational

anticipations, the impacts of graphical CAD upon architecture
have diffused and democratized profoundly. But the tangible
expressions of architectural CAD systems in 2019 remain ru-
dimentarily and (to our knowledge) minimally deployed.

Even so, the trailing paragraphs of [42] regarding hypertext
in the early 1990s remain deeply inspirational and aspirational
to us. After comparable decades of steady progress, the field
of hypertext then blossomed from an academic curiosity into a
profoundly transformative force that has radically impacted
the full span of human endeavors. The field of genomics is
now poised to transformatively impact and perhaps reshape
fundamental aspects of the human condition; and the field of
tangibles, in our view, in comparable form today as hypertext
in 1991. As aspired and anticipated by Aish for architecture,
we hope both near- and farther-future evolutions of tangible
genomics hold potential to enable scientists, students, sena-
tors, street people, and far beyond to deeply enter dialogs that
will reshape the future and fate of both humanity and our
many sister species.
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